
FMCA Outstanding Awards: Best Web Resource 
(20,000 or less population) Entry Form
Up to three webpages (apps included) around a common local government theme, relating to a department, 
service, or program.

Category Description

Up to three webpages (apps included) around a common local government theme, relating to a 
department, service, or program.

Order #
115188.00

Name of Individual Submitting Entry
Melissa

First
Mickey

Last

Affiliation (Municipality/Organization)
City of Cape Coral



Primary Contact Email
mmickey@capecoral.gov

Primary Contact Phone
(239) 242-3867

Entry Title
Hurricane Ian Recovery Website

Jurisdiction (City/Town/Village/Other)
City of Cape Coral

Population
201554

URL
https://www.capecoral.gov/government/city_government/city_manager/office_of_communications/hurrica
ne_ian_recovery/hurricaneianrecovery.php

Supporting Documentation
Cape Coral - BEST-WEB-RESOURCEENTRY- Support Materials - 7.pdf

Cape Coral - BEST-WEB-RESOURCEENTRY- Support Materials - 1.pdf

Cape Coral - BEST-WEB-RESOURCEENTRY- Support Materials - 2.pdf

Cape Coral - BEST-WEB-RESOURCEENTRY- Support Materials - 8.pdf

Suggestions: Links, screen shots.

What are the goals and objectives of your entity’s web resource?
The goal of the website resource was to provide a single location for citizens to acquire timely and 
accurate information before, during, and after Hurricane Ian. Since the city had access to information from 
each department, it was easier to gather and then disseminate this information with the confidence that it 
would be accurate. The objective was to update this information as it changed. This could have been 
hourly, daily, or even weekly as our situation grew better. Overall, we hoped to be the voice of the city 
during the worst storm in history to calm and assist our residents.

Using examples, describe the strategies your entity uses to manage web resources to foster 
engagement.
Communications staff began posting information on our website prior to the storm. This allowed residents 
to prepare for what we thought would be minor but ended up being a Category 4. Immediately after the 
storm passed, staff quickly gathered information and began updating the website. It was important that 
the information was put out accurately and timely. That information was then shared on our social pages 
to engage with our citizens. We encouraged them via social, press releases, media conferences, and 
flyers to stay connected with our website for the most updated information.

Describe the supporting documentation submitted with this entry.



Document one is a screenshot of our website which highlighted the Hurricane Ian page with a button. We 
wanted to make sure that when people visited the website, there was a clear direction to the page they 
needed. We also initiated a pop-up at the bottom of the page as an extra chance to grab their attention. 
Document two is a screenshot from the website in late September 2022. The webpage was being 
updated constantly, so this gives you an idea of the layout and multiple areas of information that we 
provided. Documents 7 and 8 show the activity of the website and that specific page during our Hurricane 
Recovery efforts. This shows the increase in activity while this page was in place and in need.

What is new, innovative or creative about your entity’s use of web resources?
Our city has never experienced a Category 4 storm. A storm which took out every means of connectivity 
including cable, internet, and phone. The storm even impacted our ability to get around due to the lack of 
gasoline. This meant that we had to be innovative. We had to think of every way possible to reach our 
residents and let them know that we were there for them. This was the first time that we used our website 
as a major and imperative resource for our residents. Not only did we have to get creative on building the 
page and figuring out which data was necessary to share, but we had to get creative on updating the 
information. Since the entire city was out of power, we had employees using generators and working 
outside of our area to update the information.

Describe how your entity's use of web resource was successful (include your evaluation process 
and metrics).
Our Hurricane Ian website was the central hub for all hurricane-related information in our city. We housed 
all updates pertaining to electricity, debris removal, trash, food distribution sites, mobile showers, 
refueling sites, and more. Every city entity updated us with their information so that our citizens had one 
single resource to assist them in getting through this hard time. In doing so, our website reached page 
visits that it never had. Those visits continued throughout the recovery process which we still face today. 
The Hurricane occurred on September 28, 2022. From that date through October 31st, our Hurricane Ian 
Recovery Page logged 113,806 page visits with 100,491 unique views. In a city with a population of 
200,000, this number is huge. We do not consider our efforts during the storm perfect. However, we count 
our increased following and page visits as a win.



FMCA Outstanding Awards Application 
Applicant: City of Cape Coral; Category: Best Web Resource (20,001 or more population) 

Screen Shot of Cape Coral Website (www.CapeCoral.gov) After Hurricane Ian; Prominent 
Button Made It Easy for Users to Navigate to the Hurricane Ian Recovery Section. 

http://www.capecoral.gov/
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Screen Shot of Info Posted on Hurricane Ian Recovery Website in Late September 2022 
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Hurricane Ian Recovery Webpage Analytics Report - 9/28/22-1/31/23 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
FMCA Outstanding Awards Application 

Applicant: City of Cape Coral; Category: Best Web Resource (20,001 or more population) 
 
Hurricane Ian Recovery Webpage – Daily Analytics from 9/28/22-1/31/23 
 

 

            
 


